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From the Provost's Desk

Academic Affairs
News & Reflections

Provost Executive Council Retreat August 4 & 5

Executive Council Retreat August 8

Chancellor's Leadership Council 
Retreat

August 9

New Faculty Orientation August 10 & 11

College of Fine and Performing Arts 
Meeting

August 16

CEAP New Tenured/Promoted 
Faculty Luncheon

August 17

Opening Assembly August 17

Convocation and Reception August 19

Provost on the Ground
I wish to extend a warm 
welcome to the new 
faculty and staff who 
are joining our WCU 
family this year. 

WCU is an institution 
which will afford you 
opportunities to grow 
and succeed in a 
myriad of ways. 

My thanks to all the 
current faculty and staff 
for a successful and 
exciting 2015-16 
academic year; we 
accomplished so much 

and we are poised to continue the great work for this 
upcoming year. 

Once a month, we will be publishing this newsletter to share 
with you important updates and good news in Academic 
Affairs. I look forward to continuing to visit with you around 
campus and to hear about your work and contributions as we 
make a difference together.
 
Opening Assembly is on Wednesday, August 17th and I hope 
to see you there.
 
Happy new academic year!  

 
Alison Morrison-Shetlar,  
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
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Diversity of Thought, People, and Experience  
from the Office of the Chief Diversity Officer

“Diversity on college campuses is not achieved through quotas. Nor does diversity justify or warrant admission of 
unqualified applicants. However, the diversity we seek and the future of the nation do 
require that colleges and universities continue to be able to reach out and make a 
conscious effort to build healthy and diverse learning environments that are 
appropriate for their missions. The success of higher education and the strength of our 
democracy depend on it.”  
American Council on Education Board of Directors, 2012
We hear a lot about diversity on our university and college campuses. The term can be 
found within core values and mission statements, and as part of strategic plans.  It is a    
word with power, one that elicits a range of emotions—but if you survey the higher 
education landscape we still hear the question, what do we mean when we say, "We 
support diversity?"  Many in the higher education field understand the various types    
of diversity. For others, it is still an elusive concept.  We can work to bridge the gap 
by examining three of the many ideas encapsulated by diversity.

Diversity of Thought
What better place exists than a University to exchange, discuss, and debate ideas?  Humanity has come a long way 
since the days when scholars argued over a flat or aspherical earth.  How we negotiate and process our surrounding 
environment is informed by our definition of self, our experiences and culture. Our ability as educators to recognize 
that we both communicate and learn in a myriad of ways creates opportunities for the classroom and the campus. So 
we ask ourselves, ‘How can institutions of higher education maximize this opportunity that is presented to us by 
diversity of thought? What mechanism, tools or talents do we need to capitalize on its potential?’
Diversity of People
At no other time in the history of our planet have we as human beings been connected in the ways we are today. Our 
ability to cross our vast oceans via airplanes has reduced travel time that in recorded history took months, to mere 
hours. While we have yet to develop the famous science fiction “transporters” that deconstruct our DNA and then 
rematerializes, not only our physical form, but also our consciousness across the Milky Way, we can digitally 
transport a live image of ourselves across the globe and receive video images from outer space. The great 
advancements in travel and communication allows 21st Century communities to learn from different types of people 
and their cultures in a much more interactive way. We learn how people of different cultures feel, learn and how 
their experiences shape their decisions.  We are challenged in understanding how behaviors required in school or in 
certain discourse may contrast with our home cultural values or even linguistic practices.  This presents an 
opportunity to bridge a gap of discontinuity that may be found in age differences, gender identification, sexual 
orientation, military service, and much more beyond the differences between race and ethnicity. 
Diversity of Experiences
The meta-curriculum is the idea that a student’s entire college experience is on par with their formal education.  I 
also extend the same idea for those of us in the professional ranks.  Our experiences beyond our daily duties enrich 
our lives and help understand the world and people around us. Sometimes the differences between someone from 
Chicago and Knoxville, for example, can seem as different as those from Berlin and Cullowhee.  Having a diverse 
academy can add further value to the shared understanding of national and international experiences.
As students, faculty and staff, we must understand how different experiences might influence our students and 
colleagues. We should also understand how physical and mental disabilities can present different viewpoints for 
students and their teachers. We should be sensitive to the economic capacity of our students and look for ways to 
understand how different economic situations shape the way they think and learn.

 Ricardo Nazario y Colón
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Branding Success
The Identity Shift within the Division of Student Success 
from the Division of Student Success

Naming and branding are critical for ease of student 
access to services and support mechanisms, as well as to 
recruiting and to support the overall mission of the 
university.  It is imperative that prospective and current 
students are easily able to search and identify the 
appropriate support offices.  It is equally important for 
communication with these students and their families that 
we are clearly defined and branded with names that make 
sense to students and to which students will be responsive.
Reorganization within the Division of Student Success 
have prompted a bit of soul searching about how best to 
adequately represent the identity and purpose of three 
departments. The administrative shifts were in response to 
the WCU Strategic Plan Initiative 2.1.3: Align, and where 
appropriate consolidate, academic support and experiential learning services to ensure consistent, interconnected, 
and efficiently provided assistance to students.
Each department will remain in their current office location – all are in Killian Annex.  We will begin the process to 
inform all campus constituents and colleagues, as well as students, over the coming weeks, while also updating our 
marketing, signage, and web presence. Most importantly, each department will continue to operate at a level of 
commitment for which the Division of Student Success is known –  striving to always provide excellent service to 
students and to the outstanding faculty and staff who share in the educational journey!  
Current Name: Office of First Year Experience 
New Name: Office of Student Transitions
The function, mission and audience of the Office of First Year Experience has emerged to also formally serve 
transfer students and beginning this academic year, sophomore-year students.  We will, of course, continue to focus 
appropriate attention and dedicated resources to serve first-year students.  As the Office of Student Transitions, we 
will be able to create a welcome and logically branded home for all three groups of students served.
Current Name: Student Support Services 
New Name: Mentoring and Persistence to Success (MAPS)
Within the reorganization, service to students with disabilities moved from Student Support Services (SSS) to the 
(newly named) Office of Accessibility Services and our office has assumed responsibility for summer learning 
communities for new students (ASP and Catamount GAP).  As we redirect the mission and brand of the office, our 
new identity – MAPS – signals a strength-based approach to student success as we continue to serve first-
generation, low income, independent, and summer program students.
Current Name: Office of Disability Services
New Name: Office of Accessibility Resources (OAR)
The title of Office of Disability Services suggests that the office is largely responsible for the success of disabled 
students and is potentially stigmatizing. However, the term “resources” suggests options and choices available to 
all and positions the office as campus-wide experts on accessibility.  This change allows for an emphasis on 
creating inclusive environments that minimize the need for individual accommodation or services. We will 
continue to be a resource to students, faculty, and staff.
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The Center for Career and Professional Development 
from the Office of Undergraduate Studies

The Center for Career and Professional Development (CCPD) has re-envisioned itself as a contemporary career 
support office. Current trends are for career centers across the nation to re-discover their purpose and ways of 
meeting current students’ and alumni needs. Western has embraced this movement with the development of the 
Center for Career and Professional Development. The first change has been in the name of the center, moving more 
towards the mission of supporting students in both their career aspirations, but also in their individual development 
as successful members of the workforce.  The new center has taken the approach of supporting students holistically 
through their career exploration and decision-making process. 
To that end, the CCPD has also purchased new software programs to help support all aspects of students’ career 
paths. Currently, the center has licenses to Focus II, Job Cat, Vault, and Kredible.  These online programs help 
students identify potential academic majors based on their interests and aptitudes.  The programs also link with the 
more than 6,000 formal employers who hire our graduates, provide search engines for jobs and graduate schools, 
and offer professional development tools for our students and alumni seeking to improve their job application 
skills. Kredible, the social branding platform, and Vault, the career research platform, were recently added and will 
be fully available for student and alumni usage in Fall 2016.  

Early this fall, the center will be re-locating to a brand new facility 
in Reid Building, which is being constructed to be a state-of-the-art 
career center. Please check out the progress of the redesign on the 
photos.
The Center for Career and Professional Development has also 
changed its current structure to better facilitate communication with 
faculty and students across campus. The office now contains two 

Associate Directors, each responsible for a traditional career center 
role. Mrs. Christine Harriger was hired as the Associate Director of Career-Based Learning who focuses on 
working with Western to ensure we are offering quality career-based programs both inside and outside of the 
curriculum for students. Mr. Steve Bridges was hired as the Associate Director of Employer Engagement who 
focuses on working with local, regional and national employers to develop programming for student talent 
acquisition. The CCPD also has structured itself so that each member of the team is assigned to a specific college as 
a liaison. This change will ensure that each staff member is highly trained and specialized in one particular area, 
while still maintaining the ability to assist all students at Western Carolina University. The following staff members 
have been assigned to the following colleges: Carrie Hachadurian-College of Health and Human Sciences; Dean 
Paulk-College of Education and Allied Professions and the College of Fine and Performing Arts; Christine 
Harriger-College of Arts and Sciences; Steve Bridges-College of Business; and Theresa Cruz Paul-College of 
Engineering and Technology. Last year, the center served over 4,000 students directly. 
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McKee classroom refresh 
from the Office of Institutional Planning and Effectiveness

Welcome to the new OIPE staff
from the Office of Institutional Planning and Effectiveness

Most of the classrooms in 
McKee received new furniture 
and a fresh coat of paint this 
summer.  The classroom 
furnishings were provided 
through Chancellor’s 
classroom renovation funds.  
The student desks were 
selected from several sample 
desks evaluated by students, 
who had the opportunity to 
vote for their favorite desk.

Paul Hammer joined the OIPE in May, filling a vacant Social/Clinical 
Research Specialist position.  Paul will be primarily working with university 
space data, space management, the 25Live space reservation, and course 
evaluations.  

Steve Wallace has been hired to fill the vacant Director of Assessment 
position.  Steve comes to Western from Northern Illinois University, where 
he most recently served in the role of Associate Director in the Office of 
Assessment Services.  

Steve Wallace, Director of 
Assessment
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Updates on Compliance and the Quality Enhancement Plan
from the Director of SACSCOC Reaffirmation

Compliance:
The compliance certification process is on track to be completed weeks ahead of schedule. When finished, the 
final compliance report will be sent to the off-site review committee in early September. For the last several 
months, an external reviewer has indicated areas that need additional narrative content and evidence. Her work 
has made a strong case for compliance even stronger. Currently, Mary Adams (Associate Professor, English), is 
reviewing all narratives for language quality, consistency, and overall impact. Currently, narratives are being 
refined and finalized. Thanks to all those who have helped this process. Please know that we anticipate yet another 
successful reaffirmation.

Quality Enhancement Plan:
We are delighted to announce that Dr. Carmen Huffman, Associate Professor of Chemistry, is the new Chair of the 
QEP Implementation Committee. Dr. Huffman, who was a recipient of the 2016 UNC Board of Governors Awards 
for Excellence in Teaching, brings great enthusiasm, knowledge, and organization to this position. 

Almost one year ago, the campus voted on the theme “Courses to Careers.” Since that time, a committee of more 
than 30 campus members, including faculty, staff, students, administrators and alumni, have worked diligently to 
develop the initial theme into a reality. With feedback from a wide variety of stakeholders (in the form of 
classroom visits, surveys, updates, informal meetings, and forums), the theme has come to focus on improving 
students’ academic success through involvement in co-curricular activities.  Since this is a slight modification 
from the original theme, the title, “Courses to Careers,” will be replaced with a new title, yet to be determined. 
(Stay tuned!)

The overarching goal is to create an inclusive and impactful plan that will increase student involvement in 
University activities and support student success. The QEP also aims to educate students on the value of their 
experiences through the use of an experiential transcript that not only tracks their extra-curricular activities, but 
also organizes them according to student learning outcomes associated with professional skills. We believe this 
QEP dovetails nicely with the intentional learning themes of the previous QEP, “Synthesis: A Pathway to 
Intentional Learning."  

Regular QEP updates have been provided at department heads’, faculty senate, and staff senate meetings, and by 
communicating directly with administrative offices on campus.  Committee members are also continuing on-going 
conversations with faculty, staff, and students to understand expectations and gather input. On August 5, 
committee members will join in a retreat to outline the goals for the upcoming semester and develop a plan for 
broader communication of the QEP to campus constituencies. The committee is excited to share the results of the 
last nine months of work with the University community.

The QEP will be submitted in early 2017 as part of our reaffirmation by the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools Commission on Colleges.
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Faculty Job Satisfaction
from the Office of the Associate Provost, Academic Affairs

During the 2014/2015 academic year, Western’s faculty was invited to participate in a job satisfaction survey under 
the direction of Harvard’s Graduate School of Education.  The Collaborative on Academic Careers in Higher 
Education, known as COACHE, administers the survey to universities that are invested in gauging the sentiments 
of their faculty.  The COACHE report includes an analysis of the university results for each of 20 benchmark 
categories, the individual subscale items, and a breakdown of results by demographic category (tenure status, sex, 
race, and academic rank).  It also provides a comparison of the results against the entire cohort of participating 
universities, as well as against a group of five "peer" institutions selected by the university.  The full report for 
WCU’s 2014/2015 survey is available to interested readers through the following link:
https://intranet.wcu.edu/academicaffairs/COACHE/Forms/AllItems.aspx
This essay provides an overview of the 2015 COACHE report.  It is organized as follows:  demographic 
characteristics of the WCU sample, listing of benchmark areas addressed in the survey, main findings from the 
survey, and best and worst aspects of working at WCU as perceived by faculty.
The response rate for the 2014/2015 survey was 51% with 163 of 321 faculty responding.  Fifty-five percent of 
tenured faculty responded and 40% of pre-tenured faculty completed the survey.  Sixty percent (86 of 143) of 
female and 43% of male faculty responded. Thirty percent (19 of 64) of faculty of color completed the survey. The 
survey encompasses 20 benchmark categories that can be grouped into different areas.  One area addresses the 
nature of work which entails teaching, service, research, interdisciplinary work and collaboration.  Another 
addresses tenure-related issues including policies, clarity, reasonableness, promotion and mentoring.  A third area 
examines leadership at the university, division and department level.  Fourth is satisfaction at the department-level, 
with respect to collegiality, engagement and quality.  The remaining benchmarks address satisfaction with facilities 
and resources, health and retirement, family policies, and appreciation and recognition.
Results from the 2015 survey indicate an increase in mean satisfaction scores for 13 of the 20 benchmark items as 
compared to the previous survey in 2011/2012.  Five areas saw no change compared to 2011 – mentoring, tenure 
policies, promotion, department collegiality and appreciation/recognition. Satisfaction with department-level 
leadership was the one benchmark category that saw a slight decline from 3.87 to 3.59 (out of 5) in mean 
satisfaction for the 2015 results in comparison to the 2012 results. Western’s job satisfaction results ranked in the 
top 30% of cohort institutions in facilities and work resources, collaboration, tenure policies and clarity, senior and 
divisional leadership; departmental collegiality, engagement, and quality; and appreciation and recognition.  Areas 
of concern in which WCU’s satisfaction scores were in the bottom 30% include family and personal policies, and 
health and retirement benefits.  Department-level leadership ranked in the middle 40% of institutions, but below 
our five peer institutions. 
Relative to all other institutions in the survey, WCU ranks at 100% for division leadership, 96% for senior 
leadership, 80% for faculty leadership, and 59% for department leadership.  Satisfaction with shared governance 
also received high marks at 90% to 96% on items such as trust, sense of shared purpose, and cultivating new 
leaders. Of the options presented in the survey, faculty would most like to negotiate adjustments to base salary, 
teaching load, and sabbatical leave if they were able.  The most undesirable aspects of working at WCU, as 
reported by faculty, were compensation, lack of support for research and too much service.  The most desirable 
aspects identified were WCU's geographic location, quality and support of colleagues, and a sense of fit within the 
university.
There is much to celebrate in the report and also some areas where we might be able to make some gains. The 
COACHE working group identified three target areas for further scrutiny and action:  department leadership, 
family and personal policies, and satisfaction level for faculty of color. These areas will be detailed further in a 
series of essays in the September issue of the Faculty Forum.  
For a more detailed power point summary of the COACHE results presented here, readers are welcome to contact 
Teri Domagalski at:  tdomagalski@wcu.edu

https://intranet.wcu.edu/academicaffairs/COACHE/Forms/AllItems.aspx
mailto:tdomagalski@wcu.edu
https://intranet.wcu.edu/academicaffairs/COACHE/Forms/AllItems.aspx
mailto:tdomagalski@wcu.edu
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Student Spotlight
Elizabeth Elise Boney
Undergraduate Student

Elizabeth Boney is a senior here at Western Carolina University 
majoring in Political Science, with a minor in Leadership. 
Elizabeth is employed in the Chancellor's Office and has 
completed internships the past two summers at WXII-12 news 
station in Winston Salem, NC. 
Elizabeth's hobbies are traveling, baking, hot yoga, journaling, 
hiking, and reading. She is extremely interested in politics, 
attending conferences, learning about leadership, blogging, blogs, 
meeting new people, and being involved in her sorority Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.
Elizabeth's favorite quote is, “ and, when you want something, all 
the universe conspires in helping you achieve it”- Paulo Coelho. 
"The Alchemist is probably one of the most life changing books 
that I have ever laid my eyes on. This quote continues to allow me 
to realize that I am working for something greater than just my 
wants and needs, but most importantly that nothing happens by 
chance. My spirituality plays a huge part in my life, and this quote 
always brings this back into perspective, I am not only working on 
behalf of God to provide love and kindness to each individual I 

meet, but also to help others. In return, I have had these great encounters and endless opportunities in my life 
where I have achieved things I have never even dreamt of. It allows me to realize that there is always 
something, and someone greater helping you, which is why you should always do the same. I am a firm 
believer that nothing in life happens by chance. Everything was already written and you are just living through 
it, so you must always enjoy the ride."
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Faculty/Staff Spotlight
Hollye K. Moss  
Professor of Management and Director, School of Economics Management and Project Management

Hollye K. Moss is Professor of Management and Director of the 
School of Economics Management and Project Management. 
She earned her undergraduate degree from Converse College in 
Spartanburg, SC with a major in chemistry, and then earned her 
master's degree in chemistry from Clemson University.
After earning her chemistry degrees, Hollye worked in textiles.  Her 
first appointment was at Milliken & Co (a dyeing and finishing 
plant) at their Blacksburg, SC location. She also worked at Virginia 
Narrow Fabrics where they made knit elastic (think waistbands!).  
From there, Hollye moved on to work in distribution for a division 
of what is now Hanes Brands.
Hollye earned her MBA from Wake Forest, while working full-time 
and taking classes in the evening.
After earning her MBA, Hollye went back to school full-time at 
Clemson, where she obtained her PhD in Industrial Management.
Hollye enjoys home-canning in the summer, working in the garden, 
and traveling.  Her all-time favorite city is Prague.  During her 
travels she has seen some amazing scenery, but nothing can beat the 
Blue Ridge Mountains where she currently resides.

A few fun facts about Hollye are that she and her husband used to Square Dance... crinoline and all, and the 
first rock and roll concert she attended was the Doobie Brothers. 
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Hugh Jack was born in Toronto Canada. He moved from Grand 
Valley State University, where his son is in the Product Design and 
Manufacturing Assistant Program to Western Carolina in July of 
2015. His daughter is in the Physician's Assistant Program at the 
University of Colorado in Denver.
Hugh earned his B.E.Sc. in Electrical Engineering, his M.E.Sc. in 
Mechanical Engineering, and his Ph.D. in Mechanical 
Engineering, all from the University of Western Ontario. 
He worked as professor at Ryerson Polytechnic University and 
Grand Valley State University before moving into the Department 
Head position here at Western Carolina University. Before 
becoming a professor, Hugh worked as a programmer, analyst, and 
engineer. 
While Hugh's academic field of interest is robotics, automation, 
and controls, most of his days, these days, are filled with endless 
hours of reports. 
Hugh is the Cass Ballenger Distinguished Professor, with his donor 
being a US congressman. Hugh remains active in the American 
Society for Engineering Education as well. 

One hobby of Hugh's is the Maker Movement. He has been working to establish maker spaces and capabilities 
on campus, and wishes to integrate the ethos into the curriculum. "I love making things. Maker spaces are a 
place to go and make things with other people that like to create."
Hugh has written several books over his career. The most recent is about Engineering, Design, Planning, and 
Management. http://www.amazon.com/Engineering-Design-Planning-Management-Hugh/dp/0123971586

Faculty/Staff Spotlight

Want to include news in next month’s issue?
Please send information to sctobin@email.wcu.edu

Hugh Jack  
Distinguished Professor, Engineering and Technology

mailto:sctobin@email.wcu.edu
mailto:sctobin@email.wcu.edu
http://www.amazon.com/Engineering-Design-Planning-Management-Hugh/dp/0123971586
http://www.amazon.com/Engineering-Design-Planning-Management-Hugh/dp/0123971586

